
Twelve Rules* Hopes/Aspirations of a Post** Covid Church 
 

* Sick of the language of ‘Rules’ having lived with over 100 days of them in lockdown 
 
* * We ARE a Covid Church & will be for some time still to come 
 

1. Learn what the Spirit is saying to the Church 

2. Live out what the Spirit is urging the Church to be in the world 

3. Make space to reflect before significant decisions are irreversibly made 

4. Be inclusive for all levels of Covid impact : those returning, online local 

newcomers, those still shielding & online distant newcomers but still 

connecting regularly. (a mixed economy) 

5. A clear, unambiguous united front (Locally, Ecumenically, Connexionally) 

6. Conference please say something - recognise what’s been faced and how we 

can respond - please have our backs 

7. The many not the few must live out Our Calling 

8. Don’t get tunnelled vision - look upwards and out wards 

 

 

 

 



• What unexpected riches have been discovered in lockdown? 
 
New People in worship  
- facebook live (and numerous other online methods mentioned) - locally : elderly that 

had not attended for years : young people : wider reach across the UK 
- Paper worship sheets being shared with neighbours and carers -  
 
New Opportunities to share the Good News 
- Global stories from South Africa & Latin America. Every family has a church in their 

home. New Means of Grace & ways to share & help neighbour. 
- Local stories through new radio show, & phone conference calls & daily prayers 

offering new community. 
 
New other riches 
- Shared responsibilities taking it in turns (prepared resources) & having different voices 
- Slowing down, space to reflect (lay voice)  
- IT training over-coming ‘Zoom’ fear 
 
 
 

• How can ministers and members be attentive to their own self-care, physically, 
emotionally and spiritually, as we move from lockdown to a new situation? 

 
 
Exhaustion a common theme among ministers - want the Conference to have their backs 
in the face of pressure from people who don’t know how much has still being going on 
during lock-down.  
 
Everything has been about response, response, response. No real space to reflect for 
those who have faced high levels of activity.  
 
Real need to take things much slower - give space to do thing gradually. Please do not 
make hasty decisions. 
 
Key to Communicate well as possible - as clear as possible  
 
Four way grid things lost in lock down - keep/don’t keep, things learnt in lockdown -  
keep/don’t keep 
 
 
 
Next 2 questions discussed together 
 

• How can priorities be set (not to do too much too quickly)? 
• How can the temporary letting go of things allow us to leave behind things we 

have outgrown? 
 



 
Not enough time has passed yet to answer this helpfully. Still very much in the grip of 
Covid-19  
 
Most Circuits might respond on a ‘case by case’ basis as context is very significant 
 
Priority to keep the sharing the Good News (one of Wesley’s 12 rules) 
 
Doing things on line has taught us much - WHO message ‘getting greener’ so how can we 
continue to be a ‘greener church’ - what meetings online will save travel, cut the carbon-
footprint & be practical and efficient.  
Walking more - less use of public transport 
 
Look more locally - build community links  
 
Building an inclusive church and practice ways of ‘measuring’ this going forward. In a 
phased return - ensuring those still isolating and those online are in relationship - this 
cannot be all on one person - church community must continue what’s begun, in the 
many helping the many. 
 
 
  

• How might the conclusions of this conversation be communicated to the 
Connexion in a way that is pastoral and encouraging? 

 

Communication is KEY  

 

Conference MUST say something - most thought it would be incredulous if the 
Conference didn’t speak into the situation. Many Churches waiting for Conferences 
responses. Though this may be a misunderstand about what’s on the website, it is a very 
common misunderstand and not to speak will be a massive discouragement to many 
church leadership teams and ministers who are looking for leadership form the 
Conference.  

 

Something thanking the Connexional Team for all they have done in very difficult times. 
Something recognising what is currently being faced. Something that says to ministers 
‘we’ve got your back’.  Something encouraging from the VP & P 

 


